
Super Son-In-Law Chapter 1 

 
 

On Sunday morning, Alex Cohen took the opportunity to spread out the Alipay red packet 

search code over to numerous groups on WeChat. He was doing laundry while he kept 

freshening the red package web page. 

Unexpectedly, the moving door was pulled open and a lovely young girl using a Dior silk 

nightgown hurried in. She looked at Alex with her large bulging eyes and also shouted, “Boy 

of a b * tch! 

Alex pointed to the bucket of washing alongside the Siemens drum washing equipment and 

also excitedly described, “Isla, I didn’t make a mistake this moment! 

I sorted as well as cleaned them the means you desired. The laundry cleaning agent I used 

wasn’t the incorrect type either, as well as I really did not mix in my clothes with your own 

…”. 

” I’m asking what have you published in the group!”. 

 

” The team?”. 

Alex opened his WeChat as well as had a look. He promptly worried. 

Lately, he had added a great deal of teams to make more rewards. Just now, when he fast 

forwarded the message, he did not see clearly that he had really sent the red packet search 

code to Isla’s family members team. It was too late to withdraw it currently. 

 

Alex knew that Isla Sullivan, as a child of an abundant family members as well as whose set 

of jammies already set you back 2 or 3 thousand dollars, looked down on the weak rewards 

offered by Alipay. She by the way additionally turned nose up at the people that walked 

around pleading others to scan the code. Moreover, Alex’s actions was at odds with his 

current status, which might give away their real relationship. 



3 months ago, his papa was discovered to be in immediate demand of medical therapy for 

uremia. However, their household was poor and also he had only just lately graduated with 

no financial savings at all. For the sake of cash, Alex was presented to Isla Sullivan, who did 

not wish to come down with a marriage of convenience, so she asked him to marry into the 

Sullivan family. 

He managed to get half a million bucks, which he used to move his father from the 

countryside to the city so that he can get dealt with at a large health center, Alex was only 

Isla’s nominal other half and also had no genuine status in the family. He was the unpaid as 

well as undignified kind who even had to eat Isla’s leftovers. 

Nevertheless, Alex had actually accepted Isla’s cash and even signed an arrangement. All the 

grievances he had would certainly just have to be suffered in silence. 

Isla Sullivan did not provide Alex an opportunity to explain as well as reprimanded him. 

” Alex Cohen! You’re a man. Can’t you find a work if you wish to make money? Do you 

believe that a few cents or a couple of bucks will make you rich? I’m advising you. If my 

parents find out that we’re in a phony marital relationship, you’ll have to pay me 50 million 

according to our agreement!”. 

Alex shook his head repeatedly. 

” Do not fret, I won’t be sending anymore to the family group!”. 

” Do you indicate that you’ll continue to send it to other teams? Alex Cohen! Can not you 

save face for yourself?”. 

” I.”. 

Alex had troubles however can not voice them. 

Currently, he can not care less about his picture and simply wished to obtain cash! 

From the previous half a million that Isla gave him, he had actually already spent fifty 

percent of it on his daddy’s dialysis. A few days back, the medical professional said that 

dialysis was not working as well as his father required a brand-new kidney, which would 

certainly set you back one more substantial sum. Why don’t you go prepare morning 

meal?”. 



Isla’s ridicule for Alex appeared in her words. She then returned to the house after she said 

that. 

Alex was finished with washing and also made breakfast for Isla. He went downstairs to 

obtain the garbage and also did not go back in. Rather, he rushed straight to the Hudson 

Layouts LLC located on Yewvale Roadway. This company was established by his elderly, 

Hudson Lowe. After Hudson graduated from Quill City College in 2015, he started this firm 

along with his flatmate Felix Moore. 

Alex worked there for half a year, yet just as he was improving, he needed to take a lengthy 

leave of absence to take care of his father … 

At the company, Hudson was organizing an overtime conference with his personnel. When 

he saw Alex, he promptly got interested. 

” Yo, what type of wind blew the Terrific Designer Cohen here? I have actually wondered 

about something for a long time. Didn’t you seduce a rich lady as well as also quit your task 

afterward? So why do I see you asking people to check the code on WeChat on a daily 

basis? Is this your side service or …”. 

Practically everyone existing looked at Alex with a teasing face and also awaited the joke. 

They all thought that Alex had actually come to be a little child toy. On the surface, they 

revealed contempt and also reprimanded him for being spineless, yet in their hearts, they 

were simply envious of him. 

This month, Alex had actually sent out a search code to the group daily. They figured that 

his life did not appear to be just as good as they had actually visualized. They were all stired 

and also tried all sort of methods to mock him. They reversed as well as checked each 

other’s search codes and even backhandedly reported him, which practically caused his 

account to be blocked. 

The just one who knew the fact, Felix Moore, got up as well as strolled to Alex. He asked 

softly, “Brother Alex, what’s the matter?”. 

Alex responded and turned in the direction of Hudson. 

” Mr. Lowe, can we have a couple of words alone?”. 



Hudson Lowe swung his hand and stated, “No need. If you have something to say, say it 

right here.”. 

” Mr. Lowe, my daddy is having an operation. I wish to obtain some money …”. 

As quickly as he claimed this, the area quickly took off with giggling. 

” Alex, could it be that you really did not satisfy the abundant female so she quit supporting 

you?”. 

” No marvel you’re so eager on advertising the search code! You’re counting on the 

motivations to obtain by. 

” If you ask me, given that you do not have any kind of cash, simply ask your papa to 

surrender the treatment. If you feel guilty, you can just request death. It’s a waste of air for 

someone like you to live anyhow. Sooner or later, you’ll be mocked to death …”. 

Felix Moore could not birth this any longer and said with an empty face, “Cut the crap, every 

one of you! The truth is not what you believe!”. 

Alex cast a happy look at Felix and looked around the team before he continued, “I 

experienced some difficulties. That’s why I have actually involved request for your assistance. 

Regardless of that it is, if you agree to aid me with this favor, when I have cash, I’ll most 

absolutely return it significantly!”. 

Hudson Lowe rolled his eyes. 

” Sufficient. We don’t have any kind of extra money in our hands. You ought to leave. Don’t 

delay our conference.”. 

” Okay, sorry for interrupting you …”. 

Alex’s heart transformed cool and he looked to walk out. 

Hudson blazed at Alex’s back as well as stated with a cool smile, “A bad fella that can’t also 

pay for his dad’s clinical therapy. Where on earth did he obtain the courage? 

He opened Alipay as well as moved 50,000 to Alex. 



” Brother AlexSibling this is the money I saved to conserved a get with Home. Just don’t 

allow Quinn locate out …”. 

Outside the front door, Alex looked at his phone and was practically transferred to tears. 

He had managed to borrow 50,000 on this journey. This was extremely unanticipated and 

unexpected, but it was far from what he needed. 

Alex sighed and considered for a long period of time prior to returning residence to 

discover Isla. He understood that there was little hope, however he had nothing else means, 

so he could only open his mouth as well as asked, “Isla, can you please offer me 100,000?”. 

In the meantime, Isla said, “You already spent half a million dollars so swiftly?”. 

Alex trembled his head as well as informed her the fact concerning his situation along with 

his difficulties, after that included, “I’m not asking you to give me the money. I’m obtaining 

it. I’ll definitely pay you back in the future!”. 

You’re just a piece of trash living life day by day. How are you going to pay me back? 

As Isla was speaking, her phone sounded. Upon seeing that it was her mommy calling, she 

walked to the window as well as answered it. Isla did not talk yet prior to Xena Sander’s loud 

voice originated from the receiver. 

” What’s going on with that search code that Alex uploaded in the group?”. 

Isla glared at Alex and also asked inquisitively, “Mama, what’s wrong?”. 

” Recently, your aunties and also uncles told me regarding this. They said that Alex’s actions 

amounted internet begging and that he was, to place it bluntly, a beggar! Considering that 

you married this pointless item of trash, they’ve currently been mocking me. Currently with 

this, I’ve entirely lost face! Are you still dead set on not separating him? Do you intend to 

see your bad old mommy die of aggravation?”. 

” Mama, Alex was … he was forwarding it to another person … right, it’s for someone else.”. 

” Then hurry and also say so in the group! Or else, I can’t birth to see anybody later! By the 

way, are you pregnant yet?”. 



” Not. Maternity’s not a game. How can it be so very easy?”. 

” I don’t care about that! We concurred that either you conceive a kid within three months 

or you divorce him. Currently the deadline has reoccured! We didn’t agree to this marital 

relationship in the first place, however you simply needed to creep around and secretly got 

the marriage certification. It has to do with time to put an end to this!”. 

” Mom, I. I’ll be truthful with you. There’s something wrong with Alex’s health …”. 

Just you wait! I’ll go over with your dad tomorrow to deal with this. You have to get a 

separation! 

After Xena Sanders claimed that, she angrily hung up the phone. 

Isla was also anxious. She wanted to hurry over and tear Alex Cohen to items. 

” Alex, I can offer you 100,000 now, however you should confess to my moms and dads that 

you have a physical trouble and that I can just develop a youngster after your therapy.”. 

In reality, Alex had plainly heard the discussion in between Isla and Xena. 

It would be impossible for him to accept Isla’s degrading request before their marital 

relationship. 

Points were different currently. He was living under her roof covering, so he had no choice 

yet to bow to her. And also that he was seriously except cash. 

Equally as he was about to unwillingly approve Isla’s offer, he received a phone call from an 

unknown number. The caller claimed that he had an urgent need to satisfy Alex. 

Alex went to the area entry and saw a middle-aged male with a black natural leather bag 

standing at the alleyway next to him. The man swung at him as well as Alex walked over 

puzzled. 

” Are you seeking me? I don’t assume we know each other. Just how did you get my phone 

number?”. 

The middle-aged male was emotional. He looked out and also looked around prior to he 

promptly pulled Alex to a private spot inside the alley. Only then did he talk. 



” Oh! My kid! Father finally discovered you!”. 

” What did you say? You … you’re my daddy?”. 

” Exactly! I’m your natural father, Wayne Larson! As a result of some factors, I sent you away 

as quickly as you were born. I’ve been searching for you in secret since, however just 

procured some information about you a few days earlier. You had your blood drawn when 

you were evaluated at the healthcare facility. I’ve already done a dna paternity examination 

with that said. Here are the outcomes, take a look at them!”. 

As Wayne Larson spoke, he took out a file from his bag. 

Alex took the document and confirmed that the identity was appropriate before he 

continued to look down. In the outcome column, it mentioned that the possibility of his 

DNA matched with Wayne Larson was 99.99% … adhered to by a long string of nines. 2 

large red words were likewise stamped on it: verified parentage! 

In fact, Alex had actually currently listened to the rumors that he was taken on, and now that 

he had actually satisfied his natural father, he was still in a trance. 

” Because you’ve abandoned me, why did you pertain to find me? Are you simply meeting 

me to offset the fatherly love as they do on TV?”. 

Wayne sighed as well as said bitterly, “I’m sorry, child. For the time being, I still can not 

publicly recognize you, neither can I provide you fatherly love. We will most absolutely be 

rejoined as a household in the future, but for currently, I can’t offer you anything yet money 

…”. 

” Together, all I need now is cash!”. 

” That appears good to me … yet your mom is in charge of my cash. This time around, I only 

brought out simply a little spending money. I’ll move this to you first.”. 

Alex wanted to stiffly deny Wayne, however he did not have the self-discipline to do so, as 

well as subconsciously showed his recipient code. 

10 secs later, Alex listened to a crisp noise from his phone. 

” Alipay obtained, 1 million!”. 



 


